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Encountering Earth: Reclaiming the Human in the Web of Life
Abstract
This project, Encountering Earth: Reclaiming
the Human in the Web of Life, features
three workshop presentations which will help participants to become more mindful of
Earth issues and how they can be addressed in this time of ecological crises. Each
workshop weaves the information together in a power point with art, music, literature,

personal and group reflection to create presentations that will help the participants
create a deeper awareness of the Earth, her systems and creatures. This triptych of
PowerPoints will feature the artwork of Marion Honors, CSJ. These presentations are
the “project outcome” and incorporate the themes of the ELM program.

The workshops are flexible - each one can be used individually as a two hour
presentation or as a full day experience. The three workshops could be presented as a

week long "retreat". The presentations are organic since they can be changed and can
grow in new ways using different art pieces, music, poetry and reflections.

The first presentation is entitled Earth, My Home. Participants will explore our natural
address, experience oneness with the web of life and feel our roots in local ecosystems.
They will learn about bioregionalism and explore some of the functions of a bioregion.
They will discover how living in a bioregional way can restore the community of life.

The second presentation is Dreaming a New Way. Participants will explore the New
Story and its possibilities for bringing a new vision and new energy to our journey with

Earth. They will be introduced to the work of Thomas Berry and Brian Swimme. They
will experience the Universe and some of the powers throbbing through her. They will
be challenged to reconnect with the Universe as the primary referent. They will be
invited to moments of transformation in their relationship with Earth.
The third presentation is Healing Earth. In this workshop participants will celebrate the
diversity of life but also be invited to mourn the losses in the biota. They will be
introduced to three basic dynamics of the Universe: individuation, differentiation and
communion. They will reflect on the paradox of Earth’s beauty and human materialism.
They will be challenged to turn to a new time of sustainability.

The rationale of the project is to create awareness of Earth issues in a way that
engages the heart, informs the head and fires passion for change and celebration in our
relationship with Earth.
Workshop Objectives
Earth, My Home
Participants will:
reflect on our sense of place in our solar system, bioregion and watershed

understand some of the functions of a bioregion
experience the meaning of living bioregionally
deepen awareness of living sustainably
realize our need for wilderness

Dreaming a New Way
Participants will:
e grow in understanding the New Story and its implications for living in the
community of life
deepen their understanding of the evolutionary process
realize that Earth's transformational moments invite us into transformation
become aware of living in the Ecozoic Era as an invitation to live sustainably
reflect on some of the powers of the Universe and how we can live them out in
our lives
Healing Earth

Participants will:
deepen their understanding of the incredible diversity of life
experience the loss of some of this diversity
reflect on the principles of individuation, diversity and communion
realize ways of living out these principles

Methods and Materials

The workshop method that | have used reflects my teaching experience. | like to use an
interactive approach which shares information, asks probing questions and gives

participants time to reflect on the information and exchange their thoughts and feelings.
| also believe that the best learning can happen when participants engage head and
heart. Mere knowledge does not create change. Information and awareness can
stimulate a change in thinking and acting. A shift in consciousness only occurs when
humans are moved by reason and emotion. Facts get cold and hard. Facts about what

humans have done and continue to do to the environment are depressing. These
often lead people to turn away from environmental issues because they are
overwhelmed with the enormity of the situation. At ELM | have learned that it is
important to present facts and information that are accurate and clear. But this is not
enough. For people to engage in change, consciousness must shift. Awareness is
deepened when humans are exposed to beauty, goodness and truth. Poetry, art,
stories, questions for reflection are all ways to take information and spiral it deeper into
hearts and minds. Love for Earth, biophilia, lives in each of us. Passion to live in a
mutually enhancing way with Earth and her systems runs in our veins. But we have
become closed to nature. Like cemented paths, covered over, coarse and jaded, we

have forgotten our place in the web of life. We have bio-amnesia. Because we have lost
our sense of place, our sense of who we really are, we destroy Earth with bizarre
intensity at an ever accelerating rate.
These workshops are intended to deliver information about Earth and human attitudes
and actions toward nature. They are also intended to create an experience of Earth that
will entice participants to examine their own attitudes and actions and choose
sustainable and reverent ways of Encountering Earth.
The workshop materials feature power points that focus on the art of Marion Honors,

CSJ. Marion's art is inspired by the New Story. She lives in the principles of the Story.
Her lifestyle reflects being in harmony with Earth and having a loving respect and

appreciation for all Earth's creatures. Since the art comes from this place of reflection
and integrity, | believe that it inspires, it moves at a primordial depth within. It is life
changing. This has been my experience. Sometimes the pieces are hard to view
because they speak of the anguish that Earth feels and cannot express in human
words. The artist helps us to hear these cries of Earth. Sometimes the pieces are
celebrations of Earth's extravagant beauty and tender stories. Sometimes the pieces
help us to see Earth moments in terms of the New Story, with a long and loving view of
her ancient evolutionary process.

Other workshop materials include excerpts from

books that expose the participants to a range of environmental literature, poems,
dances, stories, songs and reflections. There are questions for reflection and

suggestions for next steps. Hopefully, these will help the participants to think about their
own choices in relation to the web of life and give them ideas for living out the workshop
goals.

Integration of the project with the themes of the ELM program
«

To understand the world as a web of elegant, complex and integrated
systems. All three workshops emphasize the web of life and call on participants to
become more aware of the community of life and to rethink their place in it. The
workshops move from a sense of place, to a sense of the story of our place, to a

sense of realizing our devastating affect on our place. Although each workshop
can accomplish this, together the emphasis on the web of life is very strong.
To develop skills in identifying and solving problems. The workshops identify
some of the most critical ecological challenges of our time: the failure of the human
to live as a part of the natural community, the ravages of the loss of biodiversity,

the call to live sustainably into the Ecozoic Era. The workshops also offer
suggestions for living in an Earth friendly way.
To formulate effective strategies for change. Each workshop is crafted to lay
out some of the details of an ecological challenge and to present possibilities for
change in our attitudes and actions. The strategy used is "allurement" to show
participants the wonders of Earth, to explain some of the devastation and then to
provide time for discussing alternatives, to offer suggestions on ways of living more
sustainably. At ELM | have learned the importance of solid, scientific information
that is coupled with strategies for transforming my attitudes and actions. | believe
that the workshops present the best of science and the arts inviting participants
into ways of living sustainably.
To foster development of a personal world view which integrates the
individual into the web of life. The workshops aim to help participants
experience a shift in perspective from an anthropocentric worldview to a biocentric

one.
To experience and celebrate the beauty, mystery and wonder inherent in the
Universe. This was a seminal idea of the entire project. Beauty attracts and
inspires. The art work of Marion Honors profoundly illustrates the wonders of
nature and the power that Mother Earth has to move us to awe. Marion's
immersion in the New Story and her biocentric perspective pours forth in her work.

Each piece speaks of a loving relish for and attention to Earth. The images from
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the Hubble site illustrate the mystery and incredible breadth of the Universe. Each
workshop also offers the opportunity to dance or use motion as part of celebrating
the web of life.
«

To recognize community as a sustaining force for transformation. The
workshops stress a sense of place and emphasize living bioregionally. They also
invite participants to share reflections and strategies for transformation. They
offer ideas for ways to work with family and community for change.
Themes of Earth Literacy coursework and my life experience
To understand the foundations and principles of natural and socio-cultural
communities and the systems by which they function. This was the primary
change of heart for me in coming to ELM - to begin to understand that the human
and natural communities weren't mutually exclusive. | really disdain most of
human "culture". Except for the arts, | see much of what humans do as wasteful,

pretentious, destructive and ignorant. | know that this sounds harsh, but consider
what the human presence has done to Earth! | always believed that the best
course was preservation. We need to set aside huge tracts of land and to limit or
control the human presence in these places. ELM has taught me that there are
varied approaches to preserving nature. Sustainability needs to be negotiated.
Humans need to learn how to use integrity, ingenuity and creativity to live in a
way that is mutually enhancing with Earth's systems. Indigenous cultures show
us this is possible. Thousands of Earth-centered groups and initiatives illustrate
how it can be "practical" and life giving. One of the most amazing perspective
transformations | experienced was to spend three weeks at Genesis Farm as part
of my practicum. The course in Deepening the Great Work introduced me to the
principles of bioregionalism and challenged me to live in a bioregionally friendly
way. This solidified so much of what | learned at ELM. It really illustrated that we
humans need to accept our place in the web of life and live into the Ecozoic Era.
Preservation and conservation are critical. But saving tattered shreds of Earth will
not be enough to promote a healthy future for all of Earth creatures and systems.
Bioregional living ensures a future full of hope for human and wild. For me, this
powerfully connects long-term sustainability and just systems and practices.

Bioregionalism challenges the human to live with a seven generation focus
that considers what is just for all of life not only for the human. | believe that my
project stresses this awareness.
To understand the natural world as primary referent in which the humans
are derivative. | must confess that before ELM, | considered the human to be the
conscious and spiritual presence on Earth. However,

| never thought that we

should be the masters of creation. Our behavior on behalf of creation is often
outdone by that of cockroaches! But | did believe that we were the only truly
conscious presence.

| never understood the evolutionary story in the very long

view of 13.7 billion years; | never realized that the Universe flowed forth from the

initial energy of the Big Bang. This new consciousness inspires new humility. We
humans are a part of this story. We are not the apex of the story. We are not the
brilliant masterminds of the story. We are the Earth-aware of herself. We need to
humbly take our place in the web of life. My project stresses knowing our place,
being awed by the Cosmic Story and understanding the principles by which this

awesome Universe operates.
To apply analytical, evaluative, and integrative/synthetic skills. During the
ELM program | was amazed at how the knowledge that | was learning gave me a
foundation on which to build understanding about ecological issues and
principles. When

| read articles in newspapers and magazines | could tease out

important and valuable information. | could also evaluate the veracity of a book or
article. | was becoming Earth literate! As | worked through my project | realized
that | could synthesize the information and material from my courses into the
themes of the workshops. | was able to creatively integrate a wide variety of
experiences and readings into the presentations.
To demonstrate problem-solving and negotiating skills. As | created the
workshops, | was very aware of ways to present the material in a manner that is
straight forward and palatable. In so many of our ELM readings, like Bill
McKibben's book Hope: Human and Wild or William Shutkin’s book The Land
That Could Be, | became more aware that the human presence and Earth
presence are not mutually exclusive. Processes like William McDonough's
"Cradle to Cradle" show that we can make Earth-centered choices. These

choices do not have to make our lifestyle a vale of tears, as many Americans
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believe. But they do need to be negotiated. | have learned that most people are

moved along in small increments toward making Earth friendly choices. In other
workshop presentations that I've done and in negotiating for environmental
changes around the high school where | teach and in my religious community, |
have come to understand that in-your-face environmentalism is counter
productive. People need to know how critical the issues are, but they also need
to be exposed to different ways of living that are approachable goals. Problemsolving works with people by acknowledging where they are in the Earth literacy
continuum and enticing them to do more. | hope that the three presentations
demonstrate ways to negotiate better ways of living consciously and deliberately
with Earth.
To deepen biospiritual integration which gives expression to the
relationships of self to, with and in the world leading to unity of being and
doing. One of my goals in creating the workshops was to tap into the spirituality
that Earth offers. Moments of beauty and reflection are gifts that nature is
generous in giving. Poetry, music and story capture these moments and sear

them into our hearts. We need to take the time to be with the gifts.

| believe that

the presentations can help participants to tap into that spiritual place. | hope that
they also will experience a yearning to connect more deeply with nature, to foster
their relationship with Mother Earth.

It is from this place of biospiritualism that

true change comes. True change grows in this inner place of love and respect for
Earth. It is nurtured with reflection and with loving attention to Earth moments.
Cherishing Earth fires passion for living in right relationship with Earth.

This has

been my own life experience. One of the passions of my life is to spend as much
time as possible with creation. | am always amazed at what | learn, what | see

and hear that becomes a part of who | am. The most profound lessons of life, |
have learned in the woods or along the seashore. Walks in the woods with my
dad fostered a deep love and respect in me. | came to realize that it was the time
to be, to absorb the peace, to experience the community of creatures, to feel the
beauty that percolated deep within me. When | saw this beauty bulldozed for
buildings or degraded by trash or polluted by chemicals then a passion for
stopping these injustices roared inside me. ELM has helped me to channel that

passion into actions that do more than simply rail against the darkness. The
spiritual connection with Mother Earth that | have been blessed to know all my life
really found a home at ELM. This unity of being and doing expresses this home.
It is these spiritual connections that | hope to present in the workshops and in
some small measure, to help others experience.
To communicate effectively values and concepts which are transformative
through multiple expressions of the arts, humanities, and sciences.

Art

which reflects the beauty of the natural world, like the Impressionists and the
Hudson River School, has stirred my soul for a very long time. | have always
attempted to translate my outdoor experiences in poetry, art, descriptive prose
and reflection. In the art of Marion Honors, | could deeply connect with colors,
textures, feelings of Earth. From Marion's art | was introduced to the New Story.

Her art seeded the inspiration for my project. | experienced her art as a wedding
of the science of the New Story and the passion of the artist. She has devoted so
much of her life to telling the New Story through her art and her lifestyle. | thought
that this project could be a way to share in the “The Great Work" of telling and
living the Story. Throughout the ELM program in our rituals and especially in the
art component of EL 510 and the journaling component of EL 540 the importance

of weaving the arts and sciences was reinforced. The arts drew me into asking
the questions about Earth that the sciences helped to answer.

To initiate, implement and evaluate just and holistic strategies for change
in a regional area and develop personal strategies for sustaining the
change agent role. Strategies for change are suggested in each workshop:
living bioregionally - helpful ways to live in harmony with one’s bioregion, ideas
for living with the new cosmology and living with the three principles of the
Universe: differentiation, interiority and communion.

| believe that these ways of

being and living in our bioregion are sustaining for the change agent role. | saw
this at Genesis Farm, where people live in the New Story and the seven functions
of the Earth which Thomas Berry suggests in The Great Work. | have
experienced a change in my own living as | try to implement these strategies.
There is a sense of wholeness and freedom in living in harmony with my
bioregion. The grip of materialism loosens. Slavery to consumerism is freed.
Knowing that | walk more lightly on Earth that | try to live in communion with all

beings is very encouraging. There are still things that | would like to
implement- eating meat that is organic and more just to the animal, for example.
My consciousness about food has grown greatly. | can share the struggles,
victories and delights with the workshop participants as we share our strategies
for change and those things which sustain us in our quest for living as true
humans in the web of life.
Project Outcome
| hope to be able to offer the workshops with various groups. Since the workshops are
flexible, each one can be used individually as a two hour presentation or expanded into
a full day experience. The three workshops could be presented as a week long "retreat".

This gives me a great variety of possibilities for groups and settings. The workshop
outlines reflect the fact that the presentations can be flexible in these ways. An evening
presentation would include the discussion reflections and next steps. A day long
presentation could incorporate other activities that | have included in the outlines.
| have offered workshops at our Spring Enrichment and Parish Convening for the
Albany Diocese, so | could tailor the workshops for events like these. I've been invited to
do them at our Provincial House of the Sisters of Saint Joseph, the Priory Retreat

House and Pyramid Life Center. My goal is to spread out from the Catholic circles and
include eco-spirituality venues. Since the power points include Marion Honor's art work,
| believe that they will appeal to a wide audience. People are hungry for experiences

where they can learn, reflect, be inspired and share with others. The presentations are
organic - they can be changed and can grow in new ways using different art pieces,

music, poetry and reflections. Participants will offer suggestions that | can use to tailor
the workshops in various ways. | am looking forward to offering them in many different

circles of people into the future!

Literature and Resources
1. See Works Cited and Excel picture acknowledgements

2. | cannot fully express my deep and humble gratitude to Marion Honors, CSJ for
allowing me to use her art work in these presentations. Her life, energy and passion
have been poured into her work. She has been on the vanguard of sharing the New
Story and the works of Thomas Berry. Sometimes this has been a lonely journey. Not
everyone understands the enormity of our present ecological crisis and how vital the
New Story is in helping us find a new way to relate to Earth. With great courage and
tenacity, Marion has continued to offer her art, to teach and to lead by her example.
When | approached her with my Project idea she was very gracious and offered me the
use of her entire collection! Her generosity of spirit, her wisdom about the role of the
artist, her humility in offering her work as a gift meant to be shared are very incredible. |
believe that her attitude and actions reflect the magnanimity of the Universe herself! |
only hope that these presentations do some measure of justice to Marion's life's work,
thus far!
Workshop 1: Earth: My Home

Slides and Workshop Text
Opening reflection: Memory Ritual

Slide presentation- Earth: My Home
Slide 1 Title slide- Earth: My Home. Sun on the Earth
We want to connect with our sense of Earth as home. We want to connect with the
natural world as our deepest sense of place. Our reflections will focus on the art of

Marion Honors a CSJ, who uses the Universe Story as the inspiration for her work.
Slide 2 Where do you live?
Pause for folks to share their address with the person sitting next to them.
Slide 3 What is your Earth address?
If you gave street, city, state and zip code then take a moment to consider how you
would explain your place on the planet if you couldn’t use those boundaries.
Slide 4 Pilgrim- we are planetary pilgrims whose journey begins in the stars.
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Slide 5 Pilgrim

Our Earth address really begins in the Universe. We are stardust. That is very poetic,
but it is empirically, scientifically true. All life forms have come from 13.7 billion years of
the evolution of our Universe, beginning with the great flaring forth of the cosmos.

Slide 6 Milky Way
Our home is here in our galaxy- the Milky Way, which is 100,000 light years across. Try
to imagine that expanse given the fact that our moon is 239,000 miles away and a beam

of light can reach there in 1.29 seconds (Cannato 7).The Milky Way is a spiral galaxy

home to 200 billion stars and their planets. Our solar system floats on the outer rim of

the Milky Way about 30,000 light years from the center (Kronberg). These numbers are
staggering to imagine! But this is our address in the Universe. It is definitely a change in
perspective from our usual address!
Slide 7 Earth image

Earth is a shimmering blue planet in this Milky Way galaxy. All that we have ever known
and experienced lives here. As far as we know now, Earth is unique in the Universe.
Slide 8 Earth Alphabet: Earth is our primary teacher, the source of all experience.

As we strive to live our connection with Earth, it is vital that we know our Earth address.
This is the most fascinating study that a human can do — to discover the beauty and
meaning of our place. Earth literacy is urgent in this time of ecological crises. We need
to know our place, so that we will love that place, respect that place and protect all the

creatures who live next door to us- all our other than human neighbors.
Slide 9 Earth Alphabet (with questions)

Do you know your place? What is your Earth address ~your biome — your bioregion —

your watershed? A biome is a large grouping of ecosystems- the Northeast is a
temperate deciduous biome. Your bioregion is an area, an ecosystem, with all its
natural features like the plants, animals, soil, climate and the human cultures of the

place. Here we are in the Hudson Mohawk Lowlands. Your watershed is the land area

that drains into a stream or river. We live in the Hudson River watershed.

How Earth literate are you?
Slide 10 Welcome dress

Our Mother Earth welcomes us to come
come home to living in harmony with all
The life blood of all the creatures of our
Universe. We are part of the great web

home, come home to the community of Earth
of creation. Mother Earth is home for all of us.
planet truly comes from the stardust of our
of life.
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Slide 11 Welcome Dress (detail and comment)

We are related to every other creature here on Earth, we share their DNA. We are kin to
the whole web of life.
Slide 12 Welcome Dress detail

“The Summer Day”, Mary Oliver
Who made the world?
Who made the swan, and the black bear?

Who made the grasshopper?
This grasshopper, | mean — the one who has flung herself out of the grass, the one who

is eating sugar out of my hand, who is moving her jaws back and forth instead of up and
down- who is gazing around with her enormous and complicated eyes.
Now she lifts her pale forearms and thoroughly washes her face.

Now she snaps her wings open, and floats away.
| don’t know exactly what prayer is.
| do know how to pay attention, how to fall down into the grass, how to kneel down in

the grass, how to be idle and blessed, how to stroll through the fields, which is what |
have been doing all day.
Tell me, what else should | have done?

Doesn't everything die at last, and too soon?
Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?
(Oliver, New and Selected Poems 94).
Slide 13 Earth Mandala
A Mandala is a spiritual tool used to focus attention and help us to attain deeper levels
of consciousness. Carl Jung saw the Mandala as "a representation of the unconscious
self'(Jung 186-197). In this Mandala, Earth is calling us to a deeper awareness of who
we are in the web of life. Earth is inviting us to remember that we are not separated
from Earth, no, we are part of Earth and all her systems- air, water, sail, fire- all these

course through our being and unite us as one.
Chief Seattle has said that whatever befalls the Earth befalls the children of the Earth.
For too long now, humans have thought and lived as though we are disconnected from
Mother Earth. We have treated Earth as an object to be used instead of treating her as
Mother and all her children as relatives.
Slide 14 Question
Pause and take a moment to reflect with the person next to you some of the
consequences of our disconnection from Earth.
Slide 15 Earth Mandala
After discussion:

Chief Seattle has also cautioned us to: “Teach your children what we have taught our

children — that the earth is our mother. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons
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and daughters of the earth... this we know. The earth does not belong to us, we belong
to the earth. This we know. All things are connected like the blood which unites one
family. All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons and
daughters of the earth... We did not weave the web of life; we are merely a strand in it.

Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves... (gtd. in Roberts, Earth Prayers 10)
Slide 16 Earth
Wendell Berry, poet and farmer has said, “To know who you are, you must know where

you are”. When we come home to Earth, to our place, we come home to our deepest
selves.

Slide 17 Spring Dialogue
[Leave this slide up during the reading from Strange as this Weather Has Been]
A young woman named Bant, who was born and raised in the mountains of West
Virginia recalls what her grand mom taught her about place: “...| mostly sat in my

places. Those places where if you sat quiet, the space dropped away between you and
the land. Some of them were places I'd discovered on my own, but others were ones

where me and Grandma used to stop. She'd make me sit quiet. | learned that young,
too, and when it was time to go, she’d say, Now this is just between you and me, Bant.

You and me’s special place...she taught me to let into my insides the real of this place.
From her | learned the deep of here” (Pancake 35-36).

So how can we learn the “deep of here”? How do we become intimate with the Earth in
our own bioregion? How do we connect with the land closest and dearest to us?
Slide 18 Hudson at sunrise

Mentally trace your day from rising to sleeping — how much interaction do you have with
our bioregion?
Slide 19 My Mother's Dresses
In our bioregion, our mother Earth wears very special dresses. Our region is unique.

Earth emerges with ingenious, splendid ways. With the creativity of the Universe, Earth
unfolds every aspect of her being in this place...
Slide 20 My Mother's Dresses (Earth)

In our bioregion, mother Earth is the rock formation and in the soil of this place. She
grows plants which are a mantle of beauty and food for all the animals that are native
here...

Slide 21 My Mother's Dresses (Air)

In our bioregion Mother Earth's dresses are created by climate and weather ... her
temperatures, rain and snowfall, humidity and wind...
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Slide 22 My Mother's Dresses (Fire)
In our bioregion Mother Earth blesses us with sun and warm or chill, we experience the
pull of the moon and the energy of the stars...
Slide 23 My Mother's Dresses (Water)
In our bioregion, Mother Earth showers us with water: her creeks, lakes, rivers, and
wetlands satiate creation’s need for water...
Slide 24 Winter Clod

To know and experience our bioregion, it's vital that we have a new mindset- and more
importantly, a new heart set. The Earth is not simply a backdrop for our human activities
or a stage on which we play out our lives. She is alive! She is self-propagating. In one
tablespoon of topsoil there are billions of microbes: algae, bacteria, fungi. Because of
them plants can grow and eat sunlight and feed every creature. Without what seems
like dead dirt, we could not survive! Bioregionalist Miriam Therese MacGillis says the

soil is a “living Universe” that is dependant on this unseen community of microbes
(“Reinhabiting Genesis Farm” 11-12). How do you celebrate your intimacy with Earth?
Holding a handful of soil and taking a long, deep smell is one way to connect!
Slide 25 Hailstorm: the waters of our place totally embrace us.
We need to become intimate with our watershed. What are the rivers, creeks and lakes
in our bicregion? They are the lifeblood of our region. Are they healthy? Are they
hurting? Where does our drinking water come from? Where does it go when we have
used it? We usually call this waste or sewage. Our watershed comes into our homes

and for precious moments we have a relationship with this water. Does it leave our
home filled with cleaning chemicals and caustic poisons that it must shoulder?
Slide 26 Photo of the Hudson River
We live in the Hudson- Mohawk lowlands. The river that our native people, the
Mahicans called Muh-he-kun-ne-tuk or “the river that flows two ways” is one of the most

stunning rivers in our country. She is also laden with pollution like PCBs that have
horrible health hazards for the sturgeon and blue heron and solitary sandpiper and the

human.
Slide 27 Photo of the Hudson at sunset

But the river is filled with beauty also as she makes her 315 mile journey from Lake
Tear of the Clouds on the shoulder of Mt. Marcy to the New York harbor.
How well do you know her?

Slide 28 River Pilgrimage: the waters of our place flow through our bodies.
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Imagine your favorite place along the Hudson as you listen to this excerpt from Staying
Put by Scott Russell Sanders:
“Chances are, your own life and the history of your place are braided with the current of
a river, as my life and place are braided with the Ohio. When we figure our addresses,

we might do better to forget zip codes and consider where the rain goes after it falls
outside our windows. We need such knowledge, need to feel as intimate with the
branching and gathering of the earth's veins as we do with the veins in our own wrists.
The tilt of land that snares the rain also defines where we are more profoundly that any

state line or city limit. States often draw their borders along rivers, yet that is false to the
land because rivers join rather than divide their two shores... Nature ignores our political

boundaries. Birds migrate up and down the valleys, seeds ride the currents, plants
colonize outward from the banks, and all manner of beasts- including humans- seek
homes and food and one another along the paths of rivers. A true map of our continent
would show a pattern of curving watersheds stitched together along high ridges, like a
paisley fabric” (61-62).
Slide 29 Common

Ground

Soils and water nourish flora and fauna. Our bioregion holds a plethora of plants and
animals. The diversity of our region is staggering and worthy of celebration! Our Earth
and sun feed all life on this planet. The cultural historian Thomas Berry says that, “The
sunlight born of stellar nuclear fusion becomes green leaf and root and flowering fruits”
(“The Ecozoic” 109). Because of this our bioregion is self-nourishing. Ali the plants and
animals that have evolved here feed one another. There is no waste. The Earth
transforms herself in a wondrous cycle of life and death and new life that cares for all

living things.
Slide 30 Bouquet of Leaves
In the economy of Earth there is no waste. As Tomas Berry says, “For health and
prosperity for all, we need to integrate the human economy into the Earth economy in
an indefinitely sustainable manner” (“The Ecozoic” 109). If we wish to live as loving

members of our bioregional community, then we create as little waste as possible. We
take very seriously the imperative to reduce our consumption, we find creative ways to

reuse products and we recycle all we can. Creating a compost system for vegetable and
yard clippings is another way to participate in Earth’s self-nourishing activities. We
refuse to use chemicals that pollute and kill our neighbors the microbes and insects and
plants who grow in the wrong places, aka weeds. In these ways we contribute to a
healthy bioregion.
Slide 31 Seeds in Darkness: seeds are a flowering of creativity, and life, a promise
of hope.
Bioregions pass on their biotic treasures in their seeds. Barbara Kingsolver, author and
farmer, says, “Heirloom vegetables are irresistible, not just for the poetry in their names

but because these titles stand for real stories. Vegetables acquire histories when they
are saved as seeds for many generations, carefully maintained and passed on by hand
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from one gardener to another... Gardeners collect them like family
jewels...[Heirloom] seeds get saved down the generations for a reason, and in the case
of vegetables that reason is always flavor” (46-48).
Slide 32 CSA ad
What we eat has a major impact on our bioregion. Community supported agriculture
celebrates eating in our local bioregion.
Slide 33 Farm woman with produce
Locally grown foods are fresh and nutritious for us and save Earth from the ravages of
Industrial agriculture. They also protect family farmers.
Slide 34 Reverence
Our bioregion is self-educating. Each species learns. In some species like plants this

knowledge is handed on genetically. In other species it is handed on both genetically
and by the older generations sharing wisdom and the life lessons that are needed in

that place. The way we eat is a very powerful lesson in knowing our place, loving our
place and caring for ourselves. This is the most important lesson that we can hand onto

our children and grandchildren, our nieces and nephews, our cousins and neighbors. In
this age of obesity and disorders and diseases caused in large part by the foods we eat
and how they are grown, we need to re-learn the lessons of nourishment that our
bioregion is happy to teach us. We need to connect and to listen to the wisdom of the

Earth. She has been feeding life on the planet aimost 4 billion years
Slide 35 The Gardener

There is joy, delight and hard work in raising our own food. Using organic methods,
buying Heirloom seeds, finding alternative, natural solutions to bugs and varmints, and

eating from our own garden is an incomparable experience.
Slide 36 Question
Let’s pause and discuss how our experiences of local farmers’ markets or our

own gardens have helped us to connect with our bioregion.
Slide 37 My Mother's Dresses (gold gilt)
Earth, our mother, our Home is dressed in so many expressions. One expression of
Mother Earth is wilderness or wildness. Wilderness is especially important in our time.
Slide 38 Adirondack Park... forever wild

At our backdoor we have the gift of the Adirondacks. The park is a tremendous example
of a successful story of reinhabiting a place. About 200 years ago the Adirondacks were
denuded of trees to create agricultural land which was quickly exhausted. Streams and

lakes were poisoned by mining and tannery pollution. Animals like the turkey, moose,
beaver and brown bear were few or gone. The Adirondacks have made an incredible

comeback.

Bill McKibben, a prominent ecologist, calls the Adirondacks, “the world’s

first experiment in restoring an entire ecosystem” (31). He says that this holds great
hope for what is possible when we “learn to meet the world halfway’(37).
Slide 39 Photo of the High Peaks
Wildness is the nature all around us and inside us. “...it is the awesome other

which is both fragile and overwhelming.” —Frank Traina.
Slide 40 Adirondack Park

Thomas Berry calls wilderness “the ultimate creative modality of any form of earthly
being. We are not here to control. We are here to become integral with the larger Earth

community. The community itself and each of its members has ultimately a wild
component, a creative spontaneity that is its deepest reality, its most profound mystery”
(The Great Work 48).
Slide 41 Adirondack Mountains: “In wildness is the preservation of the world.” Thoreau
In our post modern age we believe that we can live independently from Mother Earth
and from one another. This has had ruinous effects on all of Earth's life systems, the
entire biosphere and on all creatures including the human. This separation has made us

diseased, distressed, and despondent. We have forgotten that nature is self-healing.
She has wonderful powers of regeneration. If she can repair an ecosystem after a flood

or hurricane or tornado or drought then she can heai us. We desperately need nature's
healing presence.
Slide 42 Prayer Flag for Trees
We need rich feelings- like rain and sun on our skin. We need delicious smells, like the

aroma of wet spring earth or the hearty tang of composting fall leaves. We need the
sounds of wind in the pines and of the lapping of water on a lake. We need the fright of

a thunder storm or a winter blizzard to remind us that we are a small, humble part of
creation. We need nature to help us find peace and solace in the midst of grief and pain.
We need to leave our little bubbles of convenience, our human artifacts and plastic

coatings to reconnect with what is real and true and beautiful.
Slide 43 Grandmother and child
We need Earth, our Mother, our home. We need to come back to her embrace. We

need to hear her call. She is calling and inviting us to come home to the Earth
community.

Slide 44- 48 Earth: My Home
Song- O Beautiful Gaia (Carolyn Mc Dade)

Workshop 1- Earth, My Home: Outline and Resources
Opening reflection: Memory ritual- Meditation on earliest personal memory of the
natural world
Earth, My Home:
Visual reflection on Earth, My Home
Exploring our natural address in the cosmos.

Experiencing oneness with the web of life.
Feeling our roots in our local bioregions.
Taking steps to live in harmony with our bioregion.
Celebrating our bioregion.
Reflections:
After the presentation we will pause to consider these questions:
What did | see and hear that attracts me... why does it?
What did | experience that | felt resistance to ...why?
What questions bubble up within me?
What understandings or awareness did | feel?
What challenged me?
What do | see as “next steps” in my life because of this?

Time to share reflections with a small group.
Living bioregionally- some helpful ways to live in harmony with your bioregion:
e

Know and cherish your surroundings, connect to the features and creatures that
make up your place. Understand the importance of respecting diversity.

Eat as much locally grown and/or organic food as possible. (Visit
slowfoodusa.org)
Buy biodynamic, open-pollinated seeds (www.turletreeseed.org)
Buy, collect and trade heirloom seeds (www.heirloomseeds.com)
Create a garden for growing your own food.
Create a compost pile for yard and food waste.

Recycle nearly
Get involved in
clean up days.
Check out your
Install aerators

everything; generate as little waste as possible.
restoration of damaged areas in your bioregion. Participate in
Plant trees.
cleaning supplies to make sure they are biodegradable.
on faucets and low-flow shower heads. Discuss how your family

can conserve water.
Cut down on lawn grass, and do not use chemical weed or insect control.

Understand that there is no longer a distinct separation between “ecology” and
“economy”. These concepts are different ways of looking at the place you live
and the way you live. They weave a strong healthy fabric for living in place with
enjoyment and fulfillment.
e Get involved in your community. Know your neighbors.
e Be a citizen. Take part in the activities of being involved in the civic process.
The above list is adapted from: “Bioregionalism.” Great River Earth Institute
<http://www.greatriv.org/bioreg.htm>

Closing ritual: Elm Dance (www.joannamacy.net)
Resources:
The workshop power point focuses on the art of Marion Honors, CSJ. Marion's art is

inspired by the New Story. She lives in the principles of the Story. Her lifestyle reflects
being in harmony with Earth and having a loving respect and appreciation for all Earth's

creatures. For more information about Marion's art work please visit
www. marionhonorscsj.com. All Marion’s work is copyrighted and can only be

reproduced with permission of the artist.
Berry, Thomas. The Great Work. New York: Bell Tower, 1999.

--- “Bioregions:
The Context for Reinhabiting the Earth.” Breakthrough. Spring/summer,
1985: 6-9.
Kingsolver, Barbara. Animal, Vegetable, Miracle. New York: Harper Collins, 2007.

McDade, Carolyn. “O Beautiful Gaia.” www.gis.net/-surtsey/mcdade/gaia.
McKibben, Bill. Hope: Human and Wild. Minneapolis: Milkweed, 2007.
Oliver, Mary. New and Selected Poems.

Boston: Beacon Press, 1992.

Pancake, Ann. Strange as this Weather Has Been. Berkeley: Counterpoint: 2007.
Sanders, Scott Russell. Staying Put: Making a Home in a Restless World. Boston:
Beacon Press: 1993.
Memory Ritual (Marion Honors and Linda Neil)
A few moments of silence begins this reflection. The cosmos is a womb of silence
A womb birthing all life in a long,deliberate, creative process.
The original fire graced the cosmos. (Pause until candle is lit)
The fire became the birth canal.
Life wailed forth in a grand moment of beginning...
We are part of that beginning
Take a moment, get in touch with your breath, and slowly enter the deepest part of you
(Pause)
You are invited to get in touch with your earliest memory, with some aspect of the natural
world: insect, animal, water, earth
Be with the memory, hold it gently. (Pause)
Now recall a memory of your adult life- again an experience of the natural world... an
encounter with a creature, a sunrise or moon set... memory of an experience with the
heavens or the earth: stars, smells a breeze... be with the memory (Pause)
Embracing these memories, look for a connection between your earliest remembrance and
your recent one.
How does that speak to this present moment? (Pause)
Being present to these memories, holding these memories, remember that they are sacred
moments that bring you to this time.
How do they speak to you about you and your relationship with Earth? (Pause)
Close your eyes draw the memories to your heart in silence and in gratitude.
Our own sacred memories are a part of the sacredness of the whole community of all life.

Workshop 2: Dreaming a New Way

Slides and Workshop Text
Opening Reflection: Reflection from Radical Amazement by Judy Cannato
Video: The Awakening Universe (Neal Rogin)

Slide 1 Title Slide

We want to dream a new way into the future. We want to reawaken our human
consciousness to reconnect with the natural world. Our reflections will focus on the art
of Marion Honors a CSJ, who uses the Universe Story as the inspiration for her work.
Slide 2 Star Watch

Have you ever gone out deep into the dark of night and looked up to be amazed at the
heavens? Our Universe is an awesome wonder. Its vastness makes our minds expand.
Its power makes our hearts pound. Its beauty draws us to tears. We live in a Universe
that is expanding and throbbing with new marvels and discoveries. The gift of our age is
that we know this story of the Universe for the very first time in human history. Our

Universe story is 13.7 billion years old, but we humans have just learned how to listen to
the story. We are just discovering how to put our ear on the heart of the cosmos so we
can know her secrets.
Slide 3 The Helix Nebula: a Gaseous Envelope Expelled By a Dying Star
Since 1990 we have been receiving images from the Hubble Telescope which have
helped scientists to verify some of the most amazing theories about the beginning of the
Universe in what is known as the Big Bang or the Great Flaring Forth. This event and
the emergence of the Universe in the last 13.7 billion years is often called the New

Story- because it certainly is new to us as humans!
Slide 4 Star-Birth Clouds in M16: Stellar "Eggs" Emerge from Molecular Cloud
David Christian in his book, Maps of Time, has compared our journey to a huge desert
caravan..."Modern science tells us that the caravan is vast and varied, and our fellow

travelers include numerous exotic creatures, from quarks to galaxies. We also know a
lot about where the journey started and where it is headed...
Slide 5 Dust Band around the Nucleus of "Black Eye Galaxy" M64 [read after
quote]
In these ways, modern science can help us answer some of the deepest questions we

can ask concerning our own existence, and that of the Universe through which we
travel...Who am I? Where do | belong? What is the totality of which | am a part” (1)

Slide 6 The Pistol Star: A Brilliant Star in Milky Way's Core [don’t read title]
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“The totality of which | am a part’ is incredibly enormous! Our Milky Way galaxy is
100,000 light years across. Try to imagine that expanse given the fact that our moon is
239,000 miles away and a beam of light can reach there in 1.29 seconds (Cannato 7).

This image is the Pistol Star which is at the core of the Milky Way. Our galaxy contains
200-400 billion stars.
Slide 7 The Majestic sombrero galaxy [Don’t read title]
The sombrero galaxy is home to 800 billion stars. Cosmologists believe that there are

200 billion galaxies. They are moving away from each other in a pattern suggesting a
common origin (Rue 51). The Universe is a place of such grandeur, the place where this
new story is being told, the place that yearns to share this story with us. Loyal Rue, a

professor of religion and philosophy, has called this cosmic story, Everybody's Story.
This story tells the origin of everybody and everything and it belongs to everyone. This
is a powerful, life-changing story!
Slide 8 A giant Hubble mosaic of the Crab nebula
Loyal Rue says: “This epic of evolution is the biggest of all pictures, the narrative
context for all our thinking about who we are, where we have come from, and how we

should live... To know one’s place in the cosmos is to know something of immense
spiritual value ...our knowing the epic of evolution bears on the evolution of the
epic...our knowing effects our doing... we will not serve what we do not love. And we
cannot love what we do not know. The story .... is therefore an invitation to know and to
love the 15 billion year old process that has blessed us with the lives we have. To know
this process is to love it. And to love it is to serve it in whatever measure we are able”
(xiii).
Slide 9 The Eagle has Risen: Stellar Spire in the Eagle Nebula
Our journey today will take us into this Universe story, into its power, and into its dream

to connect us with the cosmos. In this way we can begin to dream a new way to be in
right relationship with Earth: the planet of the great flowering of the cosmos. Brian
Swimme, a mathematical cosmologist has said that “by learning the ways of the
Universe and by reflecting upon them as they surface in the daily life of family and work
and community, we take the first steps into a new form of human understanding and
existence” (The Hidden Heart of the Cosmos 7). Let us take those first steps.
Slide 10 Armful of Stars
Closing the lights
closing the door
stepping out into

pure blackness of night,
enveloped in the sky dome:
star sprinkled
throbbing with light
eons old;

mind-numbing

heart exploding sky
signed majestically through
with the milky way:
call mecall me, still and always
to be a child of the cosmos,
a witness,

joined with
the cloud of the infinite,
to know my place in you.

(Linda Neil)

Slide 11 Earth rise from space [Don’t read title]
Knowing my place in you...is to know that our Universe took a tremendous journey of
13.7 billion years to form planet Earth as she is at this moment. Astronaut Edgar
Mitchell described Earth from space as “this blue-and -white planet floating there... in
the background of the very deep black and velvety cosmos” and he was overwhelmed
with the awareness that there was “a purposefulness of flow, of energy, of time, of
space in the cosmos” (Kelly gtd. in The Great Work 26)

Knowing my place in you is knowing that | am held in the extravagant flow of energy, of
generosity and creativity of the Universe on this planet- Earth.
Slide 12 Extravagant Gesture
Our mother planet lives in abundance- everywhere we can see, and even in the tiny,
hidden places where we humans cannot see with our naked eye, Earth spills forth
astonishing, extravagant abundance.
Slide 13 Extravagant Gesture detail — the elements: earth, air, water, fire

Loyal Rue says, “The Universe is not a place where evolution happens, it is the
evolution happening. It is not a stage on which dramas unfold; it is the unfolding drama
itself’ (43). The Universe is emerging; it has been for the last 15 billion years. In all that
time the Universe has been spilling forth in energy and creativity. Swimme explains that
“a single energy, a single multiform process has swept through the Universe from the
beginning...” (Niznik 7). This seamless energy and creativity is responsible for all that
exists.
Slide 14 Extravagant Gesture detail
“The extravagant gesture is the very stuff of creation. After the one extravagant gesture
of creation in the first place, the Universe has continued to deal exclusively in
extravagances...the whole show has been on fire from the word go! “ (Dillard 11).
Slide 15 Extravagant Gesture
Pause: take a moment to consider one of Earth’s extravagant gestures that
delights you.

Slide 16 Dreaming Rock
Earth has been experimenting with and creating new forms of life for over 4 billion
years. The cultural historian, Thomas Berry says: “...our present Earth is not the Earth
as it always was and always will be. It is the Earth at a highly developed phase in its
continuing emergence. We need to see the Earth in its sequence of transformations as
so many movements in a musical composition... The opening theme resonates
throughout all the later parts of the piece” (The Great Work 27).
Slide 17 In the Beginning, the Dream - Earth, air, fire, water

In this symphony of evolutionary time Earth has played through many eons. In the
beginning Earth was a fiery caldron, a molten lava fireball, burning with heat... the water
of the Earth, shooting in steam geysers from the heart of the planet. There was no
breathable oxygen... (Margulis 43). This was the Hadean movement of the symphony.
Three billion years ago the Archean movement began. Life emerged as a fragile,
haunting melody in this eon as bacteria spread over the planet. Two billion years ago
life learned to create lyrics for the music in the making of RNA and DNA. The entire
biota- all life on Earth- from about 6 miles under the oceans to the highest mountains
sings this song.
Slide 18 Earth Mandala: the great wheel of life becoming more diverse...
As this Earth symphony continued bacteria reproduced in astounding numbers. Some of
these bacteria fixed nitrogen from the air. Life began to play its concerts on iand and our
plant and animal ancestors evolved. Bacteria responded to the oxygen crises of a half
billion years ago by learning to eat oxygen and by orchestrating the atmosphere at 21%
oxygen. Then Earth conducted the Cambrian Explosion in allegro — with a burst of
complex and more energetic life-forms... (Christian 117). Life continued in its splendid
song, in its crescendos of diversity and its decrescendos of extinctions. Sixty-five million
years ago the mass extinction of the Mesozoic Era, which snuffed out the life of the
dinosaurs, created space for the rise of the mammals and ushered in our own Cenozoic

era.
Slide 19 Seeds in Darkness: seeds are a flowering of creativity, and life, a promise

of hope.
The flowering of Earth has come in this Cenozoic Era. In the last 65 million years the
crescendo of life has been greater than all the symphonies ever heard. Thomas Berry,
says, “This is the era when our world took shape... This is the era when the flowers
came forth in all their gorgeous colors and fantastic shapes. It is the period of the great
deciduous trees of the tropical rain forests... ©
Slide 20 Garden Quilt in Snow [don’t read title until end of quote]
“...The Cenozoic
colors and songs
multitude of living
this era...the late

is the special time of the birds in all the variety of their forms and
and mating rituals. Above all it is the era of the mammals. The varied
species, possibly twenty million, came into their greatest splendor in
Cenozoic was a wildly creative period of inspired fantasy and
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extravagant play. It was a supremely lyrical moment when humans emerged on the
scene, quietly, somewhere on the edge of the savanna in northeast Africa’ (The Great
Work 29, 30). This is Garden Quilt in Snow.

Slide 21 Earth Alphabet
This is the great song, the awesome dream of Life. But, we humans are turning the

symphony into a
chemistry of the
belched millions
ecological crises

dirge, bringing an end to the Cenozoic Era. We have altered the
planet; we are forcing thousands of species into extinction. We have
of tons of toxic waste into the life stream of Earth. In this time of
we need to radically choose whether we are going to enter a new era,

the Ecozoic Era, or live in a very unhealthy and depleted world, a world devoid of the

presence and mutuality of the web of life. There is urgency in our choosing because
Earth's systems are crashing. We must learn quickly to be members of the community,
not dominant despoilers. This piece, Earth Alphabet, calls us to return to Earth as
our primary teacher, as our primary experience of life.

Pause
Slide 22 Migration Conversation
Mother Earth is a great teacher. If we are going to live relationally and enter a new
Ecozoic Era then we must listen to Earth. We must hold a conversation and learn how
to transform our interactions with the natural world. Thomas Berry says it well: “Our best
procedure might be to consider that we need not a human answer to an earth problem,
but an earth answer to a human problem. The earth will solve its problems, and possibly
our own, if we let the earth function in its own ways. We need only listen to what the

earth is telling us” (The Dream of the Earth 35).
Pause. As you listen to creation what is she saying to you? Take a moment to
share what you’re hearing with your neighbor.
Slide 23 Toward a New Time
This poem is by Jamie Sams
Earth Mother teach me of my kin,
Of Hawk, and Dove, and flower,
Of blinding sunlight, shady knoll,
Desert wind and morning showers.
Teach me every language of
The creatures that sing to me,

That | may count the cadence of
Infinite lessons in harmony.
Teach me how to honor
The Sacred Spaces of all,

Gently melding with the whole,
Answering the whippoorwill’s call.
Steamy tropics to glacial ice,
To thundering ocean tides,
In every grain of desert sands,

Your beauty forever abides.

Oh, Mother of every kingdom,
Let me claim my family’s love,
From whales of the deepest oceans,

To the winged-ones, high above.
Expand my limited vision
Until | can truly know
The mission of my Relations
And the blessings they bestow.
(Roberts and Amidon, Life Prayers 45)
Slide 24 Wild Field: Earth’s dream is diverse and generous
The term the Ecozoic Era was coined by Thomas Berry. The Ecozoic Era is “an era of
creativity available for both humans and the entire Earth community” (“The Ecozoic” 1).
Berry states that “...the foundations of a new historical period, the Ecozoic Era, have

been established in every realm of human affairs. The mythic vision has been set into
place. The distorted dream of an industrial technological paradise is being replaced by
the more viable dream of a mutually enhancing human presence within an ever-

renewing organic-based Earth community. The dream drives the action” (The Great
Work 201).
Slide 25 Welcome Dress: Earth’s baptismal dress welcomes all into the
community of life.
Mother Earth welcomes the

Ecozoic Era. She dons her welcome dress and asks us to

listen to the story and to enter the dance. We listen and learn the ancient wisdom of the
Universe and the Earth. This wisdom invites us into the Universe's creative process.
The story says that creativity is the doorway to the marvels and lessons of the cosmos.
The imaginative powers of the Universe are the ways that we can respond to this time
of ecological crises and to our own burning desire to live a more wholesome and
healthy life (Hyatt 22-37).
Slide 26 Winter Thaw: the cold earth is cleaved and all creation can play again in
spring newness.
The story tells us that the Universe is a
attracts at every level: the gravitational
compounds, flora and fauna (Swimme,
ecosystem or in a human community is

place of attraction and allurement. The cosmos
pull of galaxies, electromagnetism, chemical
Green Dragon 48). Every relationship in an
attraction. Our human fascination with one

another and with life is allurement. Our passion for goodness and beauty and truth is

allurement. All these mirror the allurement of the Universe (Niznik 5). The story is
inviting us to harness this allurement and focus it on being passionate for mutual
relationships with the entire community of life. Our attraction cannot merely be centered
on our own human demands. The story demands that we become absorbed in the
needs of our natural world. This love and attraction for the whole community of life will
help us to make decisions that will be beneficial for all the biota, not only the human.
Pause: In the natural world what strongly attracts you?

Slide 27 Earth Quilt- Earth covers herself with the energy of the Universe.
Our cosmic story tells of the power of emergence. Emergence is the unfolding of the
creative Universe. In the beginning, the Universe swept outwards from the flaring forth
as a “single energy, a single multiform process” (Niznik 7). This creativity is still
sweeping the Universe. The energy of the fireball is alive throughout the entire cosmos!

The energy of the fireball is alive is each one of us! But this creativity knows no state of

equilibrium. Our story is about disturbing the established order. There is a tremendous
restlessness in the Universe.
Slide 28 The Great Game

The story is asking us: How willing are you to live in this restlessness, to disturb the
status quo? How willing are you to change your opinion about who's in charge on

Earth? How willing are you to defy a system that uses my Earth and her gifts as
commodities to be exploited and sent as waste to a landfill? Will you challenge
development that rapes, poisons and plunders the natural world? The story demands,
“Can you tap into the power of emergence, to stand in tension with your culture and
question why progress must mean despoiling Earth? Can you be content with living life
and not merely owning things?”
Pause
Slide 29 Dreaming Rock
Tapping into the power of emergence is a huge risk. But the cosmic story knows risk: in
15 billion years of evolution the Universe has taken immense risk. Our story tells of
volatile explosions, supemova deaths, black holes, the collision of asteroids, ice ages,
mass extinctions, the movement of continents and experiments with carbon- any of
these changes could have halted the course of evolution. Yet the Universe tried and
changed. Some life forms died, new ones emerged and incredible diversity resulted.
The story calls us to risk, to challenge, to change, to dream a new way and to become a
new consciousness on the planet- a consciousness that humbly relates to all others.
What will you risk for the sake of Earth?

Pause
Slide 30 Spring Dialogue
The deepest reality of the Universe story is that there are no isolated individuals. All life
from the furthest star which is right now moving away from us into the cosmos to the

blessed bacteria in our gut that are right now helping us to digest our last meal- all life is
interconnected. The story can only be told in community. The story whispers to us
urging communion, a holy communion with all of life. The story blesses life with the
grace of being connected at the ground of our being — this is the interconnectedness
that is crucial for this time of ecological crises.
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Slide 31 Friends

The story bids us to spend time with our neighbors and kinsfolk- forest, stream, bird and
bear and cat. Our story yearns for us to turn off the paths cemented and blacktopped to
touch Earth, to kiss the sky, to embrace water, to know the company of field and fen.
The story tenderly tells of Mother Earth caring for us- feeding us, healing us. We are
awakened from the place where food comes from the supermarket, water from the
faucet, light from a lamp, fascination from the TV. We are beckoned back into the family
of creation. We are roused from the illusion of self-sufficiency. The story focuses on

ways of being and acting that bind us to the web of life. We yearn for this compassion
and communion (Niznik 21).
How do you ache for connection with Earth?
Pause

Slide 32 Hail Storm
The cosmic story tells of living with the powers of the Universe- the powers of attraction,
of emergence, of risk and of communion. This is not a fairy tale. The story throbs with
reality demanding change of heart and mind, of being and doing, of dreaming and
respecting. This is not a story of ease; it is dynamic and difficult. The story demands
that we pour ourselves into this transformation. No half measures, no faintness of spirit.

We don’t know if there will be a happy ending.
Slide 33 Imagination
The story promises that we have the power of the last 13.7 billion years of cosmic
creativity. The transformation of our human self from addicted consumer to reverent kin,

from arrogant master to humble student, from lecherous abuser to awed admirer is very
arduous. The story asks, “Will enough of you take this way to transformation to stem the

tide of destruction?” We don’t know. What we do know is that each of us has this choice
to make. It is not just one huge decision to live in a mutually enhancing way with
creation. It is also hundreds of small daily decisions that demand our transformation into
creatures who care for the whole of life. Today is the day to begin anew.

Slide 34 Dancing Trees
This poem is “Messenger” by Mary Oliver
My work is loving the world.
Here the sunflowers, there the hummingbird —
equal seekers of sweetness.

Here the quickening yeast; there the blue plums.
Here the clam deep in the speckled sand.
Are my boots old? Is my coat torn?

Am | no longer young, and still not half-perfect? Let me
Keep my mind on what matters,
which is my work,

which is mostly standing still and learning to be
astonished.

The phoebe, the delphinium.

The sheep in the pasture, and the pasture.
Which is mostly rejoicing, since all the ingredients are here,
which is gratitude, to be given a mind and a heart and these body-clothes,
A mouth with which to give shouts of joy
to the moth, and the wren, to the sleepy dug-up clam,
Telling them all, over and over, how it is
that we live forever.
(Oliver, Thirst 1)

Workshop 2 - Dreaming a New Way: Outline and Resources
Opening Reflection: Wondering with the Universe (from Radical Amazement,
Cannato 7)
Video: The Awakening Universe (Neal Rogan)
Dreaming a New Way:
Exploring the New Story
Reflecting on the Ecozoic
Understanding moments
Experiencing the powers
change

with a new vision and new energy
era
of evolutionary transformation
of the Universe as invitations for lifestyle

Living into the Ecozoic era
Reflections...

Loyal Rue says: “This epic of evolution is the biggest of all pictures, the narrative
context for all our thinking about who we are, where we have come from, and how we

should live. It is the ultimate account of how things are, and is therefore the essential
foundation for discourse about which things matter. | am moved to tell this new story
partly because | have found it deeply satisfying as a resource for self-understanding. To

know one’s place in the cosmos is to know something of immense spiritual value. But
more that this, | tell it from the conviction that our knowing the epic of evolution bears on
the evolution of the epic. .. our knowing effects our doing... we will not serve what we do
not love. And we cannot love what we do not know. The story .... Is therefore an
invitation to know and to love the 15 billion year old process that has blessed us with the
lives we have. To know this process is to love it. And to love it is to serve it in whatever
measure we are able” (xiii).
Take a moment to read over this quote and to let it seep into you.

e

What is this way of perceiving and understanding the Universe saying to you?
To what new ways of living is it calling you?

We will take some time to reflect with a partner or in a small group.

Ideas for living with the new cosmology:
Choose
minutes
Journal
yourself

a favorite outdoor spot that
watching, tasting, smelling,
or reflect on your spot, why
when you are there. If your

you can visit almost everyday. Spend 15
feeling and listening at your spot.
you chose it and how you feel or experience
spot could talk to you, what would it say?

Go outside after dark to experience the night sky. Be aware of the phases of the

moon and the position of the constellations.
Include natural elements in your prayer space. Bring nature into your home.

(The above ideas are taken from Dawn M. Nothwehr, OSF, ed., Franciscan
Theology of the Environment: An Introductory Reader, Quincy, IL: Franciscan
Press, 2002.)

View the DVD series the Powers of the Universe by Brian Swimme
(http://www .brianswimme.org/)
through you!

and realize the tremendous power that flows

Ideas for living in harmony with your bioregion - your natural region:
Know and cherish your surroundings, connect to the features and creatures that
make up your place. Understand the importance of respecting diversity.
Eat as much locally grown and/or organic food as possible. (Visit slowfoodusa.org)
Buy biodynamic, open-pollinated seeds. (www.turtletreeseed.org)
Buy, collect and trade heirloom seeds. (Heirloom Seeds PO box 245 W. Elizabeth,

PA 15088-0245)
Create a garden for growing your own food.
Create a compost pile for yard and food waste.

Recycle nearly everything; generate as little waste as possible.
Get involved in restoration of damaged areas in your bioregion. Participate in clean
up days. Plant trees.
Check out your cleaning supplies to make sure they are biodegradable.

Install aerators on faucets and low-flow shower heads. Discuss how your family
can conserve water.

Cut down on lawn grass, and do not use chemical weed or insect control.
Understand that there is no longer a distinct separation between “ecology” and
“economy”. These concepts are different ways of looking at the place you live and
the way you live. They weave a strong healthy fabric for living in place with
enjoyment and fulfillment.
e Get involved in your community. Know your neighbors.
o Be a citizen. Take part in the activities of being involved in the civic process.
The above list is adapted from: “Bioregionalism.” Great River Earth Institute
<http:/www.greatriv.org/bioreg.htm>
Closing reflection: Prayer of the Four Directions with movement from Genesis
Farm.
Option for closing reflection: Cosmic Walk, a ritual experience of the great flaring
forth and the story of evolution. Qur Origin Story by Mary McGinness and Miriam
MacGillis, Sheed and Ward, 1996.
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Resources:

The workshop power point focuses on the art of Marion Honors, CSJ. Marion's art is
inspired by the New Story. She lives in the principles of the Story. Her lifestyle reflects
being in harmony with Earth and having a loving respect and appreciation for all Earth's
creatures. For more information about Marion’s art work please visit
www. marionhonorscsj.com. All Marion’s work is copyrighted and can only be
reproduced with permission of the artist.
Berry, Thomas. The Great Work. New York: Bell Tower, 1999.

---. The Dream of the Earth. San Francisco: Sierra Club, 1988.
Cannato, Judy. Radical Amazement.

Notre Dame,

Indiana: Sorin Books, 2006.

Christian, David. Maps of Time. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004

Hyatt, Elizabeth. Art of the Earth. Bloomingdale: Author House, 2007.
Margulis, Lynn, and Dorion Sagan. Microcosmos. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1986.

Morgan, Jennifer and Dana Lynne Anderson. Born with a Bang. California: Dawn
Publications, 2002.
---.From Lava to Life. California: Dawn Publications, 2003.
-~-Mammals Who Morph.

California: Dawn Publications, 2003.

Niznik, Lou. The Powers of the Universe. Outline of Brianne Swimme’s eleven part
video series: 1-23.
Oliver, Mary. Thirst. Boston: Beacon Press, 2006.

Rue, Loyal. Everybody's Story. Albany: State University of New York Press, 2000.
Roberts, Elizabeth, and Elias Amidon, ed. Life Prayers. San Francisco: Harper Collins,
1996.
Swimme,

Brian. The Hidden Heart of the Cosmos.

New York: Orbis Books, 2002.

--- The Powers of the Universe. DVD series available at http://www.brianswimme.org/.
---. The Universe is a Green Dragon. New Mexico: Bear and Company, 1984.
The Awakening Universe. Dir. Neal Rogan. Perf. Neal Rogan and Drew Dellinger.
<http:/mww.pachamama.org/>.

Workshop 3: Healing Earth
Slides and Workshop Text
Opening reflection: Native American Prayer of the Directions with movement
Slide 1 Title slide: Earth in our Hands

We have come to the time in our evolutionary story when humans are the most powerful
force on the planet. Earth is in our hands- literally. Creation holds her breath as she

waits for what the human will do in the face of ecological crises. Earth waits and listens
as humans answer the most urgent question of our time: How can we live in a way that

heals and reverences our Earth?
Our reflections will focus on the art of Marion Honors, CSJ, who uses the Universe

Story as both inspiration and passion in her work and her life.
Slide 2 Welcome Dress: Earth welcomes the diversity of life.
Our Mother Earth is clothed in the dazzling diversity of this Cenozoic Era. We dance
with her as wind in trees, as colors of flowers, as sun warmth on our faces. We sing with
her in whales in the seas and thousands of birdsongs that fill spring mornings. We feast
with her at the table of succulent fruits and luscious vegetables and drink the blessings
of vine and stream. We celebrate with her in mountain-views and seascapes, in quiet
ponds and generous marshlands. A gracious mother she is, not only supplying our need
but magnanimously fulfilling our yearning for beauty, for peace, for communion.
Slide 3 Extravagant Gesture: Mother Earth’s magnanimous gifts
We stand in the last days of the great Cenozoic Era of evolutionary time. This has been
65 million years of the greatest creative flowering of Earth.
Slide 4 Extravagant Gesture - detail, crow feathers
In Native American tradition, crow is the one who calls forth the secret magic of
Creation. Crow's black color with deep purple and blue highlights signifies creation. The
black of crow is like the womb which births newness. Crow calls and brings forth the
new day (Andrews 130-131).
Slide 5 Extravagant Gesture- elements of the great flaring forth: Earth, wind, fire,
water.

The womb of creation is the cosmos from which has emerged Earth and all her life
forms and landforms. It is an amazing conundrum that although almost 99% of the
species that ever lived are extinct, yet, there are more species now than ever before in
Earth's four billion years! We have discovered about 1.4 million species but the total
number is believed to be between 10 and 100 million (Wilson 216, 346). Earth is a place
of awesome extravagance!
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Slide 6 Extravagant Gesture - detail, quote

Annie
is the
place,
show

Dillard in her book, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek comments: “The extravagant gesture
very stuff of creation. After the one extravagant gesture of creation in the first
the Universe has continued to deal exclusively in extravagances...the whole
has been on fire from the word go! “(11).

Slide 7 Earth Mandala: Earth focuses our attention on the extravagance of life.
The extravagant gestures of Earth are experienced in the millions of species on our
home planet. Each species has its own niche and habitant. Its niche is an occupation in

the web of life and its habitat is its address. So, warblers are bug eaters and they may
live high in spruce trees or in the bushes near a flowing stream. Warblers have special
needs that can only be satisfied in special places. Humans can live almost anywhere.
The cultural historian, Thomas Berry explains that we humans refuse to accept any
particular niche. We refuse to accept limits imposed on us from within or from without
our own being. “By bringing humans into existence the Earth has created a supreme

danger to all other components of the Earth community because the human can invade
the region of other species with a unique range of freedom” (Berry, The Great Work 91).

And we have indeed invaded the whole of Earth. We have refused to accept any limits.
Slide 8 In the Beginning, the Dream
Earth, air, water, fire are the stuff of creation, the extravagant gifts of the Universe. We
humans have learned to control them. We have learned to harness them. We have

exploited them. Now we stand at the brink of completely altering Earth's life systems.
What now?
Slide 9 Torn Fabric: Mother Earth’s carefully woven creation has been rent.
This poem is “To Know the Dark” by Wendell Berry
It is the destruction of the world
in our own lives that drives us
half insane, and more than half.

To destroy that which we were given
in trust: how will we bear it?

It is our own bodies that we give
to be broken, our bodies
existing before and after us
in clod and cloud, worm and tree
that we, driving or driven, despise
in our haste to die, our country

spent in shining cars speeding
to junk. To have lost, wantonly,
the ancient forests, the vast grasslands
is our madness, the presence

in our very bodies of our grief.
(Roberts and Amidon, Life Prayers 76)

Slide 10 Dark Passage: Earth’s present extinction spasm is a dark journey.
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E.O. Wilson, the noted biologist and voice for all the voiceless, dying species calls this
loss of diversity a hemorrhaging. He says that it is impossible to estimate its true extent,
because humans know so little about diversity to begin with. “We don’t see the last
butterfly of its species snatched from the air by a bird or the last orchid of a certain kind
killed by the collapse of its supporting tree in some distant mountain forest...” (The

Diversity...254).
Slide 11 Dark Passage, detail

Wilson comments that from prehistory to the present time, the mindless horsemen of
the environmental apocalypse have been overkill, habitat destruction, introduction of
exotic plants and animals and the diseases they bring (253-54). Because of these
human actions, the list of extinct and endangered species reads like a sad requiem. In

New York state these species are gone or going:
Slide 12 Sculpture of passenger pigeon -extinct
Slide 13 Lynx-extirpated and critically threatened
Slide 14 Gray wolf-extirpated and endangered
Slide 15 Right whale- endangered
Slide 16 Piping Plover- threatened
Slide 17 Bog Turtle- threatened
Slide 18 Karner Blue Butterfly- endangered
Slide 19 Sturgeon- endangered
Slide 20 Monkshood —threatened
Slide 21 Going, going
Extinct, endangered, threatened, vulnerable, rare reads the Red List- the official list of

the decline of Earth’s diversity (Wilson 254). It is a litany of destruction for which we
must grieve and atone: the numbers are staggering and numbing.
Slide 22 Going, going, detail
This poem is by Gary Lawless
When the animals come to us,
asking for our help,
will we know what they are saying?
When the plants speak to us
in their delicate, beautiful language,

will we be able to answer them?

When the planet herself sings to us in our dreams,
will we be able to wake ourselves, and act?
(Roberts and Amidon, Earth Prayers 87)
Slide 23 Marked

Have you ever walked in a wood? Light dapples through the leaves. Sweet smells of
earth and duff and leaf litter waft up from the forest floor. Streams run, cool and sing
bouncing over rocks and fallen limbs. Creatures peek from tree boughs and rotting logs.
A special blessing is an old growth forest. Towering ancient giants gaze down on you.
They know stories, primal stories of birth and death and becoming. Lean against an old
one- feel the bark on your hands and face. Set your cheek there and ask to know the
secrets, ask to gather strength and wisdom. Beg to understand the communion of the
forest. All will be given as gift. But these gifts have fallen at alarming rates to the
ravages of human lust. The richness of our forest ecosystems is being depleted at
frightening rates: 32 million acres of forest a year are lost; 60 acres every minute. Once,

forests covered 48% of Earth's surface- but half of our forests have been destroyed.
Slide 24 Ghost Weaving: how long do they have left...?
We are living in an extinction spasm. Indeed we are the cause of this spasm. In the 4
billion years of life on Earth there have been 5 mass extinctions, we are creating the
sixth. A Native American speaker, Daniel Wildcat explains it in this way: “Right now the
planet requires that humankind listen to what indigenous people are saying. Indigenous
people — those who take their instructions for living from the sacred powers of this
creation, the environment, ecosystems and climates — posses useful knowledge much
needed today. Mother Earth has issued a red alert. And indigenous peoples have been
echoing this alert a very long time... tribal elders possess worldviews and life
ways...closely tied to the unique environments where they have lived... their main
message is that nature and culture cannot be divorced...” (Wildcat A2).
Slide 25 Extravagant Gesture detail, crow feathers

In Native American tradition Crow is also the sentinel of the forest. Crow sounds the
alarm to warn the creatures of the wood of impending danger. Crow is the watchful one.
Paying attention to crow alerts us to the presence of hawks or eagles. Crow can also
predict weather changes like tornadoes, rain. (Andrews 130-131)
Are we listening to the warnings... when will we begin to pay attention?
Slide 26 Spill: Black on Black
The sentinels of Earth- Native peoples, environmentalists, naturalists, bees, bats,

songbirds, coral reefs, lichen- all these sentries
systems and species. Biologist Norman Myers
“the greatest single setback to life's abundance
life almost four billion years ago” (Myers gtd. in

are telling of the collapse of Earth
comments that this extinction spasm is
and diversity since the first flickerings of
Wilson, Biodiversity 34).

What can be our response in this time of darkness?
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Slide 27 For These Times

A response is imperative, but what response? Depression, rage, apathy, denial, feverish
toil - all of the above? Joanna Macy, teacher, activist and mother suggests a Great
Turning as a helpful response. The Great Turning is a transition from the industrialgrowth society to a life-sustaining society, from a self-destroying political economy to
one in harmony with Earth, enduring into the future. The Great Turning unites and
includes all the actions being taken to honor and preserve life on Earth. It is the
essential adventure of our time (44).
Slide 28 Dark Passage, detail
Macy says that anguish will be our first response, anguish for the destruction, anguish

for the realization that “natural systems may unravel beyond repair before new,
sustainable forms and structures take hold” (45). There is great grief for the dark
passage life is going through. Theologian, Walter Brueggemann calls grief the most

“visceral announcement that things are not right”. Grief calls us to stop pretending. Grief
can lead to a criticizing that is not merely carping but that is revolutionary. This grief
embraces the darkness. This grief knows the fiercesomeness of the darkness. This grief
cries out against the darkness- not only the cry of anguish, but the militant, warrior cry of
action, action that can slow down the destruction (20-21).

How do you experience this anguish at the destruction of the natural world?
Slide 29 Forest Vespers
A Prayer by Clarrisa Pinkola Estes
Refuse to fall down.
If you cannot refuse to fall down,
refuse to stay down.
If you cannot refuse to stay down,
lift your heart toward heaven,
and like a hungry beggar;
ask that it be filled,

and it will be filled.
You may be pushed down.
You may be kept from rising.

But no one can keep you
from lifting your heart
toward heaven —
only you.
It is in the middle of misery
that so much becomes clear.
The one who says nothing good
came of this,
is not yet listening.
(Estes, The Faithful Gardener 76)
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Slide 30 Starwatch

How do we begin to listen? How do we grow in attention to the cries of Earth? How do
we peer into the darkness long enough to find a way into the light? Stephanie Kaza, in
her book The Attentive Heart, practices walking in a dark wood near her home. She
says that, “Walking in the dark night is a way to practice faith, a way to build my
confidence in the unknown. This faith is based both in what is known and what is
unknown. | know how to walk forward; the motion is still the same in the dark. But by
walking more slowly and carefully, my body makes room for what is not known. Each

step is a small act of courage, a chance to practice
blackness | learn the feeling of caution, | walk with
me, informing my steps. | see now that any picture
what is known. By including what is not known, my
| learn to practice courage in the vastness of what

with uncertainty. In walking
the limits of what | can’t see,
of trees is not complete with
perceptions and actions are
| can’t see” (199-200).

into the
guiding
only
altered,

Slide 31 Armful of Stars

This is not walking blindly; it is risking in order to see differently. It is opening ourselves
to the Universe — to the big picture of belonging to the web of life. It is embracing a
consciousness that relinquishes short-term, short-sighted thinking about Earth as the
great storehouse of commodities for the human. It is embracing a revolutionary way of
relating to Earth in a mutually enhancing, life-sustaining way. It is a way of being
creative so that the emergence of life can continue...
Slide 32 Morning Hope
This poem is by Rumi.
This is how a human being can change:
there's a worm addicted to eating
grape leaves.

Suddenly, he wakes up,
call it grace, whatever, something
wakes him, and he’s no longer
a worm.
He's the entire vineyard, and the orchard too, the fruit, the trunks,

a growing wisdom and joy
that doesn’t need to devour.

(Oman 241)
Slide 33 Spring Dialogue
But how do we wake up? How do we learn to see? How do we realize that we are kin
with the forest, we are the cousin of the whale, we are sister to the lady slipper and
brother to the Karner blue butterfly? How do we live consciously in the web of life? How
do we risk our own comfort for the life of the world?

Slide 34 Balancing Game
The journey of a thousand miles begins with small, sometimes faltering steps. We

grieve the losses inflicted on Earth. We sound our militant complaint against our culture
and economy. We strike out on a new way in the great turning. We gather energy for
change. Our Universe and our Earth give us this energy. This energy allows us to take
steps to embrace and live in the three basic dynamics of the Universe: differentiation,
interiority and communion. The cultural historian, Thomas Berry, explains that as the

Universe unfolds it proceeds to greater and greater differentiation, interiority and
communion. These three principles indicate the values, the direction and the reality of

the Universe.
Slide 35 Prayer Flag for the Trees
Differentiation... The Universe is always creating differences indeed; the Universe

emerged as a differentiation process (The Dream... 106). Earth is packed with diversity.
Berry states that, “Reality is not some infinitely extended homogeneous smudge...from
the subatomic to the galactic, from the iron core of the earth to the flower, from the

eagle in flight to the human persons who walk over the land... Each articulation is
unrepeatable and irreplaceable...” (The Dream... 106).
Slide 36 Dancing Trees
What does differentiation demand of us? We must examine our habits of eating and
consuming. What we eat affects the diversity of Earth by creating monocrops, by

destroying habitats. Consumption rapes Earth's bounty and destroys other species. Do
we search for sustainable alternatives?
Slide 37 Weaver: the Universe weaves together a beloved community.
Interiority or subjectivity is the second value of the Universe. The Universe is a
communion of subjects not collection of objects. Each creature in a species is a beloved
mystery of the Universe. Each creature, every plant and animal is a subject and is

unrepeatable. Each has a right to exist, a right to flourish, a right to propagate, a right to
creative continuance. Each creature has the dynamic of relationship in the web of life.
Slide 38 Morning Hope
What does interiority demand of us? We must relate to our native place, to her water,

air, soil, landforms and life forms in a relational way, in a way that respects her right to
be, in a way that is filled with gratitude for the sacrifices made by Earth so that we may
live. We must allow ourselves time to be with creation. We must celebrate the seasons,
the phases of the moon, the cycle of day and night. We cannot be divorced from life.
We cannot be blinded and jaded by our own human constructs. Earth lives in personal
relationship of subject to subject, not in the impersonal neurosis of objects, of things.
Earth is not a storehouse of resources to be plundered; she is a home of relatives to be
understood and reverenced. This demands a humble and profound change in our
perception of reality.

Slide 39 Breathing Garden
The third value of the cosmos is Communion. The Universe is a single interacting
system. There are no isolated individuals. Every being is interdependent. There is only
communion and attraction. The web of life is a sacred community.
Slide 40 Playing: Nature celebrates the human’s rejoining the circle of life
What does communion demand of us? Communion demands that we grow in the
consciousness that there is no hierarchy of species; there is a circle of being with all
beings. Communion calls us to be in dialogue with all the creatures of Earth. This is in
tune with the new systems view of life. This view takes its inspiration and education
from the living network of life.
Author Fritjof Capra says that in the network of life there are feedback loops in which
every element has an effect on the next. Because of this every community creates
relationships- for example the feeding relationship in an ecosystem. He says that “one
of the best ways to nurture the community is to facilitate and sustain conversations”

(46).
Slide 41 Migration Conversation
Living networks also have times of instability and new forms. This is emergence —
creativity. The community of the Universe has been emerging for 13.7 billion years.

Emergence, creativity, adaptation and communication are the stuff of evolution. But for
a very long time the human

has seen only our own species as capable of and worthy of

conversation. We have excluded the rest of creation from our network of conversation.
Now is the critical time to listen to the wisdom in the whole web of life and to engage in
planetary conversations with creation.
Slide 42 To the Seventh Generation

When we violate these dynamics of differentiation, interiority and communion, we do
violence to the web of life, to ourselves, and to generations of all species, who follow us.
Our Native peoples believed in the principle of seven generations. The great law of the
Iroquois stated that, "In every deliberation we must consider the impact on the seventh
generation...” Are we considering the consequences on the entire community of life? Do
| consider the consequences of my living and consuming on the web of life- on all my
relations?
Slide 43 Toward a New Time

Song: “One” by Jan Phillips (www.janphillips.com)
Closing Ritual: Midwife Dance (www.sacredcircles.com)

Workshop 3 -Healing Earth: Outline and Resources
Opening Reflection: Native American Prayer of the Directions with movement
(Genesis Farm)
Healing Earth:
Celebrating the diversity of life
Mourning the loss of diversity in our bioregion
Grasping the paradox of beauty and materialism
Reflecting on the principles of differentiation, interiority, communion
Turning to a new time of sustainability by living these principles
PowerPoint: Healing Earth
Points for discussion and reflection:

Three Principles of the Universe: differentiation, interiority and communion
Our Universe and our Earth give us energy. This energy allows us to take steps to
embrace and live in the three basic dynamics of the Universe: differentiation, interiority
and communion. Thomas Berry explains that as the Universe unfolds it proceeds to
greater and greater differentiation, interiority and communion. These three principles

indicate the values, the direction and the reality of the Universe.
Differentiation... The Universe is always creating differences indeed, the Universe

emerged as a differentiation process. Earth is packed with diversity. Berry states that,
“Reality is not some infinitely extended homogeneous smudge. ..from the subatomic to
the galactic, from the iron core of the earth to the flower, from the eagle in flight to the
human persons who walk over the land... Each articulation is unrepeatable and
irreplaceable...” (The Dream... 106).
What does differentiation demand of us?
We must examine our habits of eating and consuming. What we eat affects the
diversity of Earth by creating monocrops, by destroying habitats. Consumption
rapes Earth’s bounty and destroys other species.
Do we search for sustainable alternatives?

Interiority or subjectivity is the second value of the Universe. The Universe is a
communion of subjects not collection of objects. Each creature in a species is a beloved

mystery of the Universe. Each creature, every plant and animal is a subject and is
unrepeatable. Each has a right to exist, a right to flourish, a right to propagate, a right to
creative continuance. Each creature has the dynamic of relationship in the web of life.
What does interiority demand of us?
We must relate to our native place, to her water, air, soil, landforms and life forms in

a relational way, in a way that respects her right to be, in a way that is filled with
gratitude for the sacrifices made by Earth so that we may live.

e

We must allow ourselves time to be with creation. We must celebrate the
seasons, the phases of the moon, the cycle of day and night. We cannot be
divorced from life. We cannot be blinded and jaded by our own human artifacts.
Earth lives in personal relationship of subject to subject, not in the impersonal
neurosis of objects, of things. Earth is not a storehouse of resources to be

plundered; she is a home of relatives to be understood and reverenced. This
demands a humble and profound change in our perception of reality.

The third value of the cosmos is Communion. The Universe is a single interacting
system. There are no isolated individuals. Every being is interdependent. There is only
communion and attraction. The web of life is a sacred community.
What does communion demand of us?
Communion demands that we grow in the consciousness that there is no hierarchy
of species; there is a circle of being with all beings.
Communion calls us to be in dialogue with all the creatures of Earth. This is in tune

with the new systems view of life. This view takes its inspiration and education from
the living network of life.
Now is the critical time to listen to the wisdom in the whole web of life and to engage
in planetary conversations with creation.

Creating Descansos to grieve the loss: a reflection bases on the work of Clarissa
Pinkola Estes. “Marking Territory: the Boundaries of Rage and Forgiveness.” Women
Who Run with the Wolves. New York: Ballantine Books, 1992.

Closing ritual -Midwife Dance: birthing a new way to reinhabit Earth
Option for further reflection- View and discuss: The Stations for the Suffering
Earth (available through the Homeland Committee of the Sisters of St. Joseph of
Carondelet, www.csjalbany.org)
Resources:
The workshop power point focuses on the art of Marion Honors, CSJ. Marion's art is
inspired by the New Story. She lives in the principles of the Story. Her lifestyle reflects
being in harmony with Earth and having a loving respect and appreciation for all Earth's
creatures. For more information about Marion's art work please visit
www.marionhonorscsj.com. All Marion's work is copyrighted and can only be
reproduced with permission of the artist.
Andrews, Ted. Animal-Speak. St. Paul: Llewellyn Publications, 1996.
Berry, Thomas. The Dream of the Earth. San Francisco: Sierra Club, 1988.
-—. The Great Work. New York: Bell Tower, 1999.
Brueggemann, Walter. The Prophetic Imagination. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress
Press, 2001.
Estes, Clarissa Pinkola, The Faithful Gardener. San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1995.

Hyatt, Elizabeth. Art of the Earth. Bloomingdale: Author House, 2007.

Kaza, Stephanie. The Attentive Heart. New York: Fawcett Columbine, 1993.
Korten, David. The Great Turning: from Empire to Earth Community. California: BerrettKoehler,

2006.
Macy, Joanna. “The Great Tuming as Compass and Lens.” Yes! A Journal of
Positive Futures. Summer 2006:44-46.
-— and Molly Young Brown. Coming Back to Life: Practices to Reconnect Our Lives, Our
World. New Society Publisher,1998.
Roberts, Elizabeth, and Elias Amidon, ed. Life Prayers. San Francisco: Harper
Collins, 1996.
-— Earth Prayers. San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1991.
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Appendix
Directions for the Eim Dance
Directions for the Midwives Dance
Photo Credits

CD with Power Points: The workshop power points focus on the art of Marion Honors,
CSJ. For more information about Marion's art work please visit
www. marionhonorscsj.com. All Marion's work is copyrighted and can only be
reproduced with permission of the artist.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ELM DANCE
Circle up with plenty of room to move, holding hands. If the numbers are too great to

form a single circle, make concentric circles with about one large step of distance
between them.
It does not matter when in the music you begin the dance, except to start on a beat. The
dance consists of four beats of movement, alternating with four beats of swaying in
place. When swaying in place, imagine that you can feel the energy from the heart of

the Earth spiraling up through the floor into your body. When the energy reaches the
heart chakra, send it out for the healing of the elms and all beings. This is an act of
intention. Anastasia Geng who created the dance from the Latvian song, said the
purpose of the dance is for building strong intention.
The circle moves counter clock-wise (to the right). Always begin with the right foot. Start
by taking four steps backward (to the right). After four beats of swaying in place, the
next four steps are facing forward, still moving counter clock-wise. Then, after the next

four beats of swaying in place, move four steps toward the center of the circle, raising
your arms high and unlinking hands so they can wave like boughs of a tree. Remember
to sway for four beats, then move four steps back from the center and continue in this

fashion until the music breaks midway. In the silence before the music resumes, the
leader reminds the dancers that throughout the second half of the dance they can call
out by name those parts of our world — beings, places, institutions — for which they

desire healing.
Macy Intensives, 2812 Cherry St., Berkeley, CA 94705. Please specify tape or CD
format. For more information, fax 510-649-9605 or email info@joannamacy.net.
http://www .gaia.iinet.net au/ElmDance htm 9/21/80
http://www .joannamacy.net/html/elmdance.
html

Instructions for the Midwives Dance

Midwives Dance
Associations---Roumania Women

Sweet Meditative

Tapes Found On---Cosmic Fire, Children of The MidWinters
Moon
Origin---Roumania
Choreographer---traditional
Notes
This is perhaps one of the favorite dances of many a circle with
which to close an evening.
A Romanian Cradle Song.
See also Joc de Leagane

iHealing and Wholeness is done to the same music
Words in Native Tongue
sing each line twice ( except the second and the third line of the
third verse )
mama cind mo leganat
numai dje dor mio cindat

mio cindat dje dor so plins
dorul dje mi nye so prins
dje cind port dor la inima
numai am nici o hodina
nici la prinz si nici la cina
cite doruri reles grele

tates pa bratele mele
altul moare dje batrin
nu sti dorul dye cei bun
dar eu stiu ca lam purtat
dje cind mama mio cindat
ai lai lai

.

Midwives Dance (continued)

EE

L KL},

diay LRAR

BLRLR,

sway LRLR
a

b LALR, sway LR LR
Notes

h---hop

R---right
L---left
f---forward
b---back
X---CIOSS
xf---cross front
xb---cross back
cl---close
tg-—-together

t---turn

rep---replace

li---lift
br---brush
pf---point front
ps---point side
df---diagonal front
SW---SWay

st---side together

tch---touch
sk---skip
1---long

st---stamp

s---short

tno

Wwe

tn

oothor

TUS

VILIVL

s---side

a
direction of the dance

Sa.
direction the foot is pointing

direction of the dance

vont

Sr—

direction the nose is facing

repeat (do this section two times)

X2

http://www.sacredcircles.com/THEDANCE/HTML/DANCEPAG/NOTATION.HTM

Reinhabiting Earth
Picture sources
Earth Our Home

Slide

Website

Description

1 http://english.pravda.ru/science/mysteries/17-02-2006/76072-prince-0

Edge of Earth

2 http://johngushue.typepad.com/blog/surfs_up

Earth from space

3 http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/lookingatearth/Detective_Work.html

Earth from space

6 http://mwww.naturespeak.com.au/gallery5.htm

Milky Way

7 http://www.starbridge.com.au/images/opt/earth-asia-300.jpg

Earth

16 http://www.starbridge.com.au/images/opt/earth-asia-300.jpg

Earth

18 http://paulni.blogspot.com/2007/08/gorgeous-sunrise.htmi

Sunrise on the Hudson

26 http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c9/Hudson_river from

bear mountain

27 htip://chiaroscuro.baltiblogs.com/

Hudson at sunset

32 hitp://commonground.org/

CSA sign

33 hitp://www.sistershillfarm.org/htmi/faces.htmi

A woman on farm

38 www.adirondack-park.net/.../great.range.text.jpg

ADKS

39 http://k53.pbase.com/02/56/598356/1/52036724.porter_panorama2
J/static

flickr. com/80/234256208

enh 1 80 ADKS

fh664709b0.ipa

ADKS

41 hitp://www.wobniar.com/images/DSCN2935.JPG

ADKS

44 http://www .starbridge.com.au/images/opt/earth-asia-300.jpg

Earth

45 http://www.woridofstock.com/slides/SES1034.ipg

Earth

46 hitp://www.thespacereview.com/archive/664a.ipg

Earth

47 nttp:/mww.kuffner.ora/james/gallery/raytracing/earth_from_space/earth.jpg

Earth

48 http://johngushue.typepad.com/blog/surfs

Earth

up

Dreaming a New Way

Slide

Website

Description

1 http://www.cbc.ca/quirks/archives/06-07/images/MilkyWayGalaxyNASA jpg

Milky Way Galaxy

3 http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/2004/32/images/d/formats/web.jpg

Helix nebula

4 http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/1995/44/images/b/formats/web.ipg
Star-Birth Clouds in M16: Stellar "Eggs" Emerge from Molecular Cloud
5 hitp://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/2004/04/images/a/formats/web.jpg

Dust Band Around the Nucleus of "Black Eye Galaxy" M64

bridae.jpg

Reinhabiting Earth
Picture sources
6 http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/1997/33/images/a/formats/web.jpg

The Pistol Star: A Brilliant Star in Milky Way's Core
7 http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/entire

collection/pr2008031a/web

The Magestic sombero galaxy (M104)
8 http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/entire

collection/pr2005037a/web

9 http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/entire

collection/pr2005037a/web

Crab Nebula

The Eagle has Risen:Stellar Spire in the Eagle Nebula
11 htitp://space.about.com/od/pictures/ig/Earth-Pictures-Gallery/Earthrise

Earth from space

Healing Earth

Slide

Website

Description

1 www.floralimages.co.uk/images/aconitum

Human holding Earth

12 http://birdcarvings.net/Passenger%20pigeon%202, %20April%202007.ijpg

Passanger pigeon

13 hitp://home.mcn.net/~wtu/images/lynx2.ipg

Lynx

14 hitp://www.animalpicturesarchive.com/ArchOLD-6/1168102155.jpg

Wolf

15 http://www .sdnhm.org/research/readings/images/fn_307whalejump_400w.jp

Whale

16 http://www.fws.gov/northeast/nyfo/es/images/ploverchick.ipg

Plovers

17

Bog turtle

http://www turtlesite.info/pictures/Female-dpi.ipg

18 http://karnerblue.org/FemaleKarnerBlue.png

19 http://www. epa.gov/bioiweb1/images/fish/lake sturgeon
20 www.floralimages.co.uk/images/aconitum

Kamer Blue Butterfly
balt Img 4249sm.jpg Sturgeon
Monkshood

